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Facebook: The medium is  the messenger

 
By Kyle Christensen

Look at the chart-topping applications on Android and iOS, such as Facebook Messenger and Snapchat and the ones
making the most money, Pokmon Go, which recently reached $500 million in revenue. And think about what these
apps have in common. They transcend what we typically think of as mobile, allowing people to add a digital layer to
their experiences of the world, whether that is catching a monster, messaging a friend or a business, or sending a
filtered selfie.

As smartphones get smarter, they are also becoming more integrated into our experiences of the world which is the
promise of things such as augmented reality (AR).

Thus, our phones are increasingly functioning as conduits to experiences, rather than experiences in and of
themselves.

With mobile at the center of planning and strategy for so many, this shift demands that businesses rethink how they
connect with people, prioritizing human experiences over a channel-centric view of marketing.

Experience reigns over technology
While customer experience is hardly a new concept in the marketing world, recent mobile developments
underscore the extent to which experience matters more than technology.

Pokmon Go is not a breakthrough for mobile or gaming technology. AR and the game's mapping technology have
existed for years just not in combination with Pokmon IP.

Consumers were not playing Pokmon Go because they were obsessed with its technology. In fact, the game was
crippled by server issues. Players are addicted to an experience that adds a quirky, digital layer to the real world.

Similarly, seemingly everyone under 25 is on Snapchat not because it is  the only way to communicate with their
friends via mobile, because you can easily do just that on Facebook, Instagram and countless other existing
networks.

Nor do Snapchatters care about the app's facial recognition software. They like how easy it is  to snap a funny image,
or to add puppy ears to their selfie.

Snapchat continues to grow because it has figured out how young people like to converse and consume content. It
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Snapchat continues to grow because it has figured out how young people like to converse and consume content. It
will continue to be popular as long as it makes day-to-day life more entertaining, easier to capture and effortless to
share.

Mobile is promising because it enables multiple forms of interactions and conversations.

The technology behind the scenes allows businesses to create seamless, omnichannel experiences that are all but
invisible to their customers.

For instance, with a few lines of Twilio code, companies such as Uber can connect drivers and riders with the tap of
a button. The user can easily move between summoning a ride and texting their driver, rather than switching screens
or opening a different app. The phone itself disappears and gives way to an experience.

Online/offline distinction is fading
Rather than considering mobile, desktop, in-store and so forth as discrete channels, businesses must think about
how to provide experiences that customers find compelling, however they choose to interact. This is not just a broad
business imperative. It is  a change in how marketers interact with consumers.

Consumers do not think about being online or offline, on mobile or on desktop.

Our phones are almost always within arm's reach, and we switch between messaging, phone calls, texting and
browsing without a thought. We search in apps, in our mobile keyboards, on our TVs, and with our voices.

We use our mobile wallets to make purchases in stores and chat with customer service reps when shopping online.

Because our digital and physical lives are so closely intertwined, we do not think about our actions in terms of
channels or devices we are just choosing the experience that makes the most sense, or will get us the best result, at
any given time.

The customer journey is complicated, and marketers cannot simply analyze a series of linear, digital interactions to
understand what prompted someone to click, download or buy.

According to Google, 90 percent of consumers use multiple devices along their path to purchase and that is not
counting different actions on the same device.

Marketers will only be as successful as their ability to integrate different data sources and create experiences
accordingly.

For instance, what information might this person want next, given what she last clicked on would she prefer to call
as opposed to search for information online, given how close she is to purchasing?

In a rush to keep up with the digital consumer, many mistakenly focus on only new or hyped channels, but
customers are not moving 100 percent of their activity online, just as they are not using Snapchat as their only form
of communication.

When customers want quick answers they want a chatbot to answer in a flash.

When they are making emotional or tough purchase decisions they want to speak with a human.

When they are buying a high-value object, they want to see it in the store.

Marketers must create experiences that reflect these preferences, rather than blasting out messages across the few
channels where they assume they are supposed to be.

It is  why Facebook is now helping marketers make connections between their social ads and offline interactions
such as phone calls and in-store purchases, and I will not be surprised if we see more of this across social and
digital ad networks in the future.

THE SUCCESS of apps such as Pokmon Go, Snapchat and Uber proves something intuitive: businesses must create
the best possible experience for their customers.

This does not mean shoehorning a shiny new technology such as AR into existing apps. It means paying attention to
how people experience the world.

Businesses most successfully reach customers when they think about communication beyond the so-called
online/offline divide. Only then can marketers provide the type of experiences seamless, personalized, engaging
and real that consumers now expect.
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